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Strong R&B love songs, for all lovely ladies and gentlemen who love that baby making music. A collection

of Smooth Approach's greatest love ballads and includes 3 never released before songs. 16 MP3 Songs

URBAN/R&B: Soul, EASY LISTENING: Love Songs Details: Executive Hits Entertainment Has released

the new CD album from Smooth Approach entitled "The Sensual Collection". The Cd is a collection of

Smooth Approach's greatest love songs. The CD features 16 songs and is produced by Jeff "Tight"

Roberson. The CD has (3) three never released before songs added to the album: 1. "Giving you what

you want" 2. "Ebony" 3. "Let me tell you" These songs were recorded in the early years of the group and

they still have the sound of today's hot R&B music. Also included are the hits "Never Enough", "Tell Me

Why" and "One Kiss". Smooth Approach has recorded midtempo grooves and sexy ballads over a span

of eight years and thru those years there were three different group line-ups in the making of Smooth

Approach. Jeff "Tight" Roberson the founder and original member of the group continued to produce

music with the new members of the hot group Smooth Approach. During the changes Jeff, managed to

keep a consistent smooth sound that produced this sensual collection of sexy ballads. This music

features a combination of melodic and accapella sounds that will take you back to the early days of Boys

II Men  the Temptations. The music still has a flavor to keep you up with the R&B and Soul music of

today's sounds. This CD is a treat for you and that special one that you love. Once you listen to these hot

tracks you'll listen to them over and over again The Sensual Collection from Smooth Approach is for

lovers only! For more info. call: 216-518-1740 or 216-324-4802
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